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Introduction
Jackson & Coker Telehealth technology is a cloud-based private-label platform that gives providers the ability to connect with 

patients via  live video  consult  in  a  HIPAA and  HITECH  compliant virtual  environment. We support our clients through a 

secure, scalable server infrastructure. In North America, our primary servers are hosted in a fully-secured, top-tier, third-party 

server center and are supported by a top-tier backup server  facility.

Our network, hardware and software are designed to accommodate our clients’ need for HIPAA compliance and high-quality 

24/7 x 365 service.

Data Center
Our technology is hosted in a private-cloud hardware configuration within a SSAE 16 SOC I Type II, PCI, HIPAA and HITECH-

compliant environment with multiple database servers (Microsoft SQL), web servers, load balancing technology and firewall 

with IPS. The data center itself has geographical redundancy backup, advanced cooling design and technology as well as 

redundant isolated path power architecture delivering 2N power all the way from the power company to the racks.

 A SSAE16 SOC 1 Type II Audited Facilities

 A Focus on HIPAA, PCI and High Security Hosting

 A All Facilities Staffed 24/7/365

 A Comprehensive, PCI Compliant Video Surveillance

 A Bulletproof Mantraps Used for Entry Authentication

 A Physical Perimeter Protected by Two Factor Authentication

Access to each facility is secured by two-factor authentication, using a combination of card keys and biometric scanners. 

Visitors are authenticated in mantraps, a process in which personnel match photo ID with records of authorized visitor lists. 

Visitors that are authenticated must surrender their photo ID to the NOC personnel before being granted access to the Data 

Center and escorted by a member of the NOC staff to their equipment. Once inside the facilities, visitors are monitored at all 

times by cameras which stream to hard drives in the NOC. The data center maintains at least 90 days of video as part of  the 

external audit and certification process.
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The Most Advanced Technology to Ensure the Protection of Sensitive Data.
Our data center provider wraps its processes, systems and people around the most comprehensive and advanced technology 

in the industry to ensure the confidentiality, availability and integrity of its customers’ computing infrastructure and sensitive 

data. Multiple layers of logical security are employed for its data centers’ managed infrastructure and network, including 

multiple layers of data encryption, both in motion and at rest, intrusion detection, two factor authentication, firewalls and web 

application firewalls, log monitoring, advanced monitoring software and regular risk  and vulnerability assessments.

All of its systems are monitored 24/7 x 365 and activities are logged according to stringent controls which are audited by third 

parties. The data center uses a variety of compliant hosting processes to ensure that its interaction with sensitive data occurs in 

a compliant fashion:

 A Systems Development Life Cycle group maintains a process that governs the acquisition, deployment, maintenance 
and disposal of equipment exposed to sensitive data.

 A Media Sanitization group enforces a strict policy that is compliant with NIST standards for appropriately rendering 
storage media unreadable and unrecoverable.

 A Risk Analysis team regularly analyzes its own policies, processes and procedures to ensure that threats and 
vulnerabilities are identified and appropriately addressed.

 A Breach Notification Procedures team regularly trains all personnel on the procedures to notify customers in the event a 
security breach occurs with their infrastructure.

 A Safe Harbor Analysis assists customers in determining how to appropriately protect data at rest and data on the fly to 

qualify for “safe harbors” which exist in regulatory law for breach notification.

Data Encryption
Data in transit is encrypted using SSL and utilizing modern hashing techniques for protection of sensitive data. We additionally 

utilize AES encryption at the database layer to ensure that all sensitive data at rest is secured.

Video Feed Encryption
End-to-end video feed security is ensured with AES-128 encryption and by design leverages Cryptographic Security Kernel, or 

CSK. The CSK offers a secure random number generator conforming to NIST SP 800-90 regulations, message authentication, 

and secure encryption and decryption. The primary use of the CSK is to provide cryptographic functionality to the SDK. The 

SDK takes advantage of the CSK library to create master keys, which can then be used to create a secure session key.
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